The United Nations Major Group for Children and Youth (UNMGCY), the official children and youth engagement platform in UN processes, will launch the **Quito Youth Commitments (QYC)**. These are comprised of three pillars. The 1st on meaningful engagement in the follow-up and review of the NUA. The 2nd includes the "Cities 2030 Young Professional Programme," which seeks to create synergies and partnership between youth and local governments for sustainable urban development. And finally, the 3rd pillar is the "Sustainable Urban Development Youth Initiatives", which seeks to showcase actions and campaigns undertaken by young people around sustainable urban development.

The QYC will be presented during the Habitat III conference at two designated avenues. The **Urban Stage on Monday 17th October 14:30 - 15:00**, and will include the President of General-Assembly H.E. Peter Thomson. All interested are welcome to att we will host the second session “Nothing about us without us” R18, Casa de la Cultura Ecuatoriana on **Tuesday 18th October, 11.00 - 12.00**. The side event will not feature presentations, it would instead provide a space to substantive discussions on next steps for the QYC and broader youth engagement in post-Quito phase.